
 FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITY, 
 FAST IMPLEMENTATION, 
 EASY TO GET USED TO, 
 WEB MODULE 

 FOR SMALL 
 AND MEDIUM SIZED 
 COMPANIES 
3PL, carriers, specialised 
distribution, industrial 
supplies, food industry, 
healthcare, retail, 
e-commerce, distance 
selling, drive…
- wishing to be equipped 

with complete solution
- looking for multi sites 

and multi companies 
solution

which can be easily 
configured and 
implemented quickly

 BENEFITS? 
- Controlling all of your 

warehouse processes
- Mastering your 

storage warehouse
- Order preparation 

optimisation (manual 
or automated)

CONTEXT 
MAGISTOR allows you to organise all of your logistics site 
activities, managing both the storage warehouse and the 
order preparation activity. 
You have a simple, unique tool to control your warehouse, 
thanks to the automation of the basic goods movements and 
real time activity follow-up.
MAGISTOR can be interfaced with all of the warehouses 
technical equipment from radio-frequency terminals to 
labellers.

 

STAKES 
MASTERING YOUR STORAGE WAREHOUSE 
With MAGISTOR, you follow the goods-in progress status up 
to storage. MAGISTOR integrates the complete management 
of stock locations, taking their different features into account, 
then ensures goods visibility by all the possible features. 
MAGISTOR manages the reserve locations just like picking 
locations, and constantly seeks to optimise replenishment 
movements. 

ORDER PREPARATION OPTIMISATION 
MAGISTOR deals with all types of preparation: by complete 
pallet, in full case cartons as well as and especially split case 
preparation. 
Whatever the type of customer order, MAGISTOR allows you 
to use the means of preparation which is best adapted taking 
the available equipment into account. 

INTUITIVE, CLEAR, USER-FRIENDLY AND EASY TO GET 
USED TO 
MAGISTOR was designed to offer you both a clear display 
and flexible browsing. Whether you are at a workstation or 
using a mobile terminal, you have all the information you need. 
The tool is very easy to get used to. 

S A A S  O R  O N  P R E M I S E  M O D E

ADVANCED SOFTWARE  A COMPLETE UNIVERSE OF SOLUTIONS: OMS, WMS, WCS, TMS, EDI

MAGISTOR
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 GOODS-IN 
- Integration or constitution of folders for goods to be received
- Qualitative and quantitative check on the goods-in platforms
- Automatic location allocation
- Automatic stock update
- Management of stock and reservation statuses
- Cross dock

 STOCK 
- Traceability and taking of any expiry dates, UBD, SBD or BBD into account
- Traceability and taking of any batch and serial numbers into account
- Management of pallet rack or compartment type locations, or mass 

storage
- Taking location height and weight constraints into account
- Storage constraints which can be configured by the user
- Putaway possible closest to picking
- 2D physical and computing stock display

 PREPARATION 
- Integration of orders or direct entry in the application
- Configurable order re-grouping
- Stock weighing to detect stock-outs and decision-making
- Pre-cubing or declarative cubing
- Launching order waves
- Boxes put into preparation with assistance
- Picking replenishment according to POs and mini and maxi thresholds
- Optimisation of picker’s movements
- “Pick and pack” or “collection-sorting” preparation: in mono or multi 

order
- Traceability of any batches, serial numbers and dates
- Preparation check
- Dangerous goods management (ADR, ICPE)
- Manufacturing
- Cutting operations

 DISPATCH 
- Post-palletisation management
- Edition Delivery note and dispatch label printing
- Label printing respecting carrier formats
- Loading check
- Transportation plan management
- EDI transport, box tracking

 ANALYSIS AND REPORTING 
- Reporting tool integrated into the application
- Configurable dashboard for all warehouse activity
- Definition of the cost of the platform’s various logistics services using 

a tool which can be configured by the user
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SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

contact@savoye.com
Tel. +33 (0)3 80 54 40 00 

www.savoye.com

MAGISTOR


